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 It isn't a Prepper's help to the end of the world, but instead an everybody's lead to being ready
in case of real world emergencies such as a snowstorm, hurricane, tornado or flood. Of course,
those people are also probably a lot more than happy to sell you that meals and charge you to
install that bunker. With just a little knowledge and some basic planning, you can be ready for
the kind of disasters that happen all over on a regular basis. The objective of this book is simply
to provide you with some basic “common sense” survival techniques to help you be more
prepared in the event of a disaster than you might currently be.Some people want you to
believe that you need freeze dried prepackage food which will last 100 years and a zombie
proof underground bunker in your backyard for you to be equipped for a disaster. For those who
have a family, or reside in a home, or breathe, well then one day, you merely might need this
reserve. And on that time, the superstores will end up being closed, the food markets will be
closed, the greasy clowns will end up being shut…and if they’re not, also if all those places are in
some way still open, you merely might not be able to reach them. Because whether it’s the end
of the world, or just the storm of the decade, sooner or later you will definitely have a day that is
just not likely to be normal. The simple, conversational tone of the writing, the use of everyday
materials that won't need to be found at a survival store, or ordered off of the internet and
having less digging zombie-evidence shelters make it a publication for the less paranoid among
us. This book is a plain language, common sense, everyday approach to being ready for a real
world disaster. It isn't to give you guidelines on surviving a specific type of disaster. It really is
strictly a book about being prepared to survive the consequences common to many disaster
scenarios, such as for example not having usage of water and food, living without public utilities
for a period of time, and holding out on your own until either civilization is certainly restored or
you can be rescued and transferred to a safer place.
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